10. The technical term, “The day of the Lord” is used many, many
times in Hebrew Scripture to refer to what?

23. God has promised that someday there is going to be new
heavens and a new earth in which what dwells?

11. Does “The day of the Lord” refer to a mere day or does it refer to
a time, an event, or series of events?

24. What began in Genesis is culminated where?
25. As you step into Revelation 21, you move from time to what?

12. What two future events does Peter have in mind in this chapter?
26. What will the new heaven and earth be like?
27. Which of the two meanings of the Greek word for “new” is used
in Revelation 21:1?
13. The 2nd Coming of Jesus is a fierce judgment because it involves
the destruction of all armies gathered together at what battle?

28. According to Revelation 21:1, there will be no more what?
29. In ancient times, the sea was a source of what?

14. What two individuals will be consigned to the lake of fire at the
second coming?
15. What two groups of people (symbolized by animals) will be
judged leading into the millennial kingdom?
16. Since the world is not eternal, you and I should not live our lives
according to this world’s what?

30. In ancient times, the sea represented the what?
31. The sea was a major what between nations?
32. One of the best ways to describe our eternal home and existence
is to use what words?
33. What things will be “no more”?

17. This world tells us to live for self and live for now but God tells
us to live for what?
18. What is Peter’s emphasis in verses 12-14?
19. Peter’s use of the phrase, “the day of God refers to the what?
20. Why is God going to burn up everything and prepare the way for
the new heaven and earth?

34. The other two qualities that Peter mentions for what should
characterize our lives are:
a. A _________________________ spirit
b. A Personal _________________________
35. We should be diligent to be found by Him in what?
36. The day of the Lord’s judgment isn’t coming against whom?

21. According to Hebrews 11:10, who waited for the city which has
foundations whose builder and maker is God?

37. When Pastor Bryan reads the phrase, “Without spot and
blameless” he thinks of what word?

22. What is one way we can hasten “the coming of the day of God”?
38. An integer is a what?

39. Integrity is what?

LOOKING FORWARD TO THESE THINGS

2nd Peter 3:12-14
40. Have you made the unbiblical pattern in your life to segment your
life into sacred and secular?
41. God wants us to be spotless and blameless. Are you?
42. Are you living life the way Peter describes?
God did not give you His Word to make you a smarter sinner. He
gave you His Word to make you more like His Son. Apply what you
learn!
Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently
apply the divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians
2:12-13; I Timothy 4:7-9; James 1:22-27). As you meditate on this
message, ask yourself these questions:
¼How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?
¼How can I accomplish this change?
¼What is the first step toward bringing about this change?

The following are questions designed to facilitate greater
learning and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the
sermon “Looking Forward To These Things”, as the sermon is
presented. We hope that it will be a catalyst to spiritual growth in
your life.
1. One of the things we need to be aware of in our lives is how easy
it is for us to lose sight of what?
2. What is something is your life that is far too important to you?
3. What is something that you really looked forward to for quite a
length of time and then finally experienced?
4. If there is something that you really want to do/experience, the
sacrifice to make it happen is seen as what?
5. God wants our excitement about our eternal home to be so real
and so riveting that it does what?
6. The way we ought to live is do what?

FOR NEXT TIME:
1. Read 2 Peter through 3 X’s this week.
2. Read 2 Peter 3:1-18 each day.
3. What people in the Bible do you most closely relate to?
Why?
4. How does a Christian grow and change? What is the
biblical method of growth? How does a person grow in
grace?

(A CD, DVD, video, or cassette tape of this sermon is available. Order
forms are located in any of the AV order centers in the church.

7. What event has Peter been talking about in the early verses of 2nd
Peter 3?
8. Because Jesus hasn’t returned yet, some people do what at the
suggestion that He is coming back again in judgment?
9. What are the two reasons Peter gives for why Jesus hasn’t
returned yet?
a. God’s perspective of ________________ is different than
ours;
b. God’s heart for the _______________ prompts Him to
wait.
**To help protect the quality of recording the sermon, we ask
that you quietly turn to the inside of this study guide. Thank
you! We appreciate your help

